Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Harvest index, defined as the ratio of reproductive yield to total plant biomass, has been taken as a measure of efficiency in partitioning assimilated photosynthates to harvestable product. This parameter was first considered in 1914 by Beaven, who described it as the ratio of grain yield to total plant weight and termed it the "migration coefficient" \[reviewed in (Sinclair [@CR60])\]. Later on the term "harvest index" was suggested and recommended as an important reference to assess progress in germplasm development towards improved yield potential. Harvest index has been commonly used as a parameter for plant breeding, particularly in cereals. Domestication of grain crops during the twentieth century caused continuous improvement in harvest index along with increasing crop yields (Hay [@CR28]). However, it is not that harvest index of ancestral grain crops was generally low. Indeed, there is considerable evidence that some ancestral species of wheat and rice had very high harvest indices (Sinclair [@CR60]; Doebley et al. [@CR12]). The most dramatic improvement of harvest index in wheat and rice was due to the exploitation of a single gene mutation that causes dwarfism and the use of this gene in the breeding of high-yielding short varieties (Khush [@CR35]; Thornsberry et al. [@CR63]; Salamini [@CR53]).

Earliness can be defined in many ways. Basically, it represents the time it takes the plant from sowing to harvestable product. The variation in earliness can be due to an earlier switch from vegetative to reproductive growth or due to faster ripening of the fruit (Doganlar et al. [@CR13]; Tanksley [@CR61]). The first stage is highly related to the harvest index because it involves changes in the growth habit of the plant. Breeding for increased harvest index and earliness in crop plants is of major importance for several reasons:The harvest index represents the efficiency of using both natural and man-made resources (water, carbon dioxide, soil and artificial fertilizers) to produce harvestable product, for that reason it is important both from economical and ecological aspects.High harvest index and early maturation represent two mechanisms for plants to deal with abiotic stresses. Improved harvest index represent enhanced partitioning of the limited assimilated photosynthates, under the stress conditions, into harvestable product. From the plants perspective, early maturation is, on the other hand, an escape mechanism to ensure its propagation under conditions of stress.The development of mechanical harvesting techniques for most crops species provides an additional preference for plants displaying a relatively small canopy.

Intensive research concerning the developmental genes for the transition from vegetative to reproductive has been performed on the model plant *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Alonso-Blanco et al. [@CR1]; Koornneef et al. [@CR36]; Samach et al. [@CR54]; El-Din El-Assal et al. [@CR16], [@CR17]; Cremer and Coupland [@CR11]; Pineiro et al. [@CR47]; Valverde et al. [@CR64]; Alonso-Blanco et al. [@CR2]) and in other plant species (Murai et al. [@CR44]; Izawa [@CR31]; Jimenez-Gomez et al. [@CR33]). In addition, other factors such as source--sink relations and photosynthetic efficiency have been considered to influence in this trait (Bugbee and Salisbury [@CR7]; Nunes-Nesi et al. [@CR45]; Hackel et al. [@CR27]). An example of the implementation of such an approach is a work done in tobacco over-expressing a phytochrome gene was produced (Robson et al. [@CR52]). The transgenic plants showed reduced shade avoidance causing proximity-conditional dwarfing and increased harvest index. Another example is the over-expression of the arabidopsis LFY gene in aspen (Weigel and Nilsson [@CR65]) that caused floral development induction. In rice (*Oryza sativa*), which is a model crop plant, earliness is defined as "heading date". Genetic research is being made, mainly using natural variation, to identify and characterize QTL involved in 'heading date' (Yamamoto et al. [@CR70]; Monna et al. [@CR43]; Yu et al. [@CR74]). Some of these QTL were already cloned (Yano et al. [@CR72], [@CR73]; Doi et al. [@CR14]; Xue et al. [@CR67]) and these improving alleles can be introduced in breeding programs for creation of early maturing rice varieties. In tomato a single gene mutation is responsible for converting indeterminate plant into determinate, which is a very dramatic change in the plant growth habit (Pnueli et al. [@CR48]; Carmel-Goren et al. [@CR9]). This recessive mutation (*sp/sp*) at the SP locus is the basis for all mechanically harvested processing varieties. However, variation in plant growth habit is still present among determinate processing tomato varieties. Recent studies have identified that *S* and *AN*, which encode a homeobox transcription factor and an F-box protein, respectively as well as single flower truss as important genes in the determination of inflorescence development and thus of heterosis (Lipmann et al. 2009; Krieger et al. [@CR38]). Likewise the majority of the variation in fruit size has recently been associated to fw2-2 (Frary et al. [@CR21]), and to a lesser extent to a YABBY like transcription factor (Cong et al. [@CR10]). Despite these important gains in knowledge the objective of processing tomato breeders remains to obtain compact "bushy" plants that have concentrated uniform ripening, so that yield can be harvested at one time point, and the mechanical harvest can be as efficient as possible (Atherton and Rudich [@CR4]).

The objective of our current work was to use natural variation in wild tomato, for the discovery of alleles that can improve harvest index and earliness of processing tomatoes. The introgression-line (IL) population of *S. pennellii* in a processing-tomato variety (M82) is an efficient tool for identification and mapping of QTL (Eshed and Zamir [@CR18]). Yield associated QTL were previously identified and mapped (Eshed and Zamir [@CR19]) but not much attention was paid to QTL affecting growth habit and the relationship between reproductive and vegetative growth. In this work we used the ILs population to look for QTL that modify the reproductive/vegetative ratio and transition timing.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Plant material and field trial {#Sec3}
------------------------------

Whole genome phenotypic survey for yield and vegetation-related traits was performed in different field experiments: first on summer 1993, using the 50 ILs population (Eshed and Zamir [@CR19]). This original set of 50 ILs was extended to create the 75 ILs population (Pan et al. [@CR46]). The extended population was phenotyped in the field on summer 2000. Both ILs and ILHs were evaluated on these trials.

Thirty-one sub-NILs were extracted from the M82 × IL2-1 F2 population. Distal markers from both extremes of the introgression were used to detect those recombinant lines following RFLP analysis (using TG33 and TG276). Detailed genotyping of those lines was performed to determine the exact region of recombination, using 24 RFLP markers. Genetic distances in cM were calculated by the ratio of recombinant progenies between adjacent markers out of the 1,600 parental gametes that were screened, and a genetic map of this region was created. Ninety percent reduction in recombination was observed compared to map distances as calculated from the *S. lycopersicon* × *S. pennellii* F2 population (Tanksley et al. [@CR62]). This trend is in agreement with results of other comparisons of recombination frequencies between early crosses and late backcrossing in segregating populations (Rick [@CR50], [@CR51]; Ji and Chetelat [@CR32]). The effect of IL2-1^p^ on the yield related traits were also tested in the background of the line 9,225 which is an F7 selection from an F2 population between two processing tomato inbreds. The fragment IL2-1^p^ was introgressed using molecular markers until the F6 generation.

Three mapping trials were conducted: (1) progeny tests for the F3 families in summer 1999, (2) in summer 2000 using fixed homozygous sub-NILs and (3) in summer 2002 using sub-NILs × M82 F1 plants. Tests for the introgression effect under different genetic backgrounds were performed in summer 1999 and 2000. All open-field experiments were performed at the Western Galilee Experimental Station in Akko, Israel. Seedlings (35 days old) were transplanted in the field with 50 cm between plants and 2 m between rows (1 plant/m^2^). All the plants were sprinkler-irrigated immediately after transplanting with 30 m^3^ of water for every 1,000 m^2^ of field area. For the rest of the growing period, the wet treatment was drip-irrigated with 250 m^3^ of water per 1,000 m^2^ while no water was applied to the dry treatment. Inflorescence counting was performed in two different experiments: (1) on the open-field experiment in Akko in summer 1999 as described by Eshed and Zamir ([@CR19]) and (2) in a greenhouse experiment at Rehovot in winter 2001/2002. In the greenhouse experiment plants were grown in 4 liter pots. 35 days seedlings were transplanted on November 2001 and were grown until March 2002.

Results for the comparison between IL2-1 and M82 under irrigated and dry conditions were obtained from a genome-wide scan field experiment that was conducted under these two irrigation regimes in summer 2000 (Gur et al. [@CR26]). The sub-lines were re-grown in an open-field experiment in Akko in summer 2008 with pericarp tissue being harvested for metabolite profiling exactly as described in Schauer et al. ([@CR56]).

Extraction, derivatization, and analysis of polar metabolites using GC--MS {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Metabolite analysis by gas chromatography--mass spectrometry (GC--MS) was carried out essentially as described by Fernie et al. ([@CR20]) and Lisec et al. ([@CR42]). The mass spectra were cross-referenced with those in the Golm Metabolome Database (Kopka et al. [@CR37]).

Nucleic acid analysis {#Sec5}
---------------------

The parental and recombinant lines were genotyped using RFLP analysis as described by Bernatzky and Tanksley ([@CR6]). A large genetic gap remained at the TG31--CT106 interval. This 11.5 cM gap is a result of either random lack of markers, or, more likely, due to 'hot-spot' of recombination in this region. In order to enrich this region with more markers we surveyed a set of RAPD markers on the two parents (IL2-1 and M82). The DNA from both parents was amplified using 300 random RAPD primers (Operon Technologies, Alameda, CA, USA) to select those that generated polymorphic bands. The RAPD procedure was as described by Doganlar et al. ([@CR13]). Six RAPD primers produced polymorphic bands and were then used to amplify DNA from the recombinant sub-lines of IL2-1, in order to map them more precisely within the region.

The BAC clones that contained the TG31 sequence were identified using hybridization on the tomato BAC library filters. The corresponding clones were ordered from the tomato BAC library at Clemson University (<http://www.genome.clemson.edu/cgi-bin/orders?page=productGroup&service=bacrc&productGroup=166>). The BAC ends were sequenced and used as RFLP markers to place them on the genetic map.

Phenotyping {#Sec6}
-----------

In all open-field experiments, fruits were harvested when 80--100% of the tomatoes were red, preferably when the M82 was 80--90% so that the early ripening effect of the IL2-1^p^ allele could be detected. Red and green fruits were weighed separately to estimate the earliness (earliness is defined as the number of days from sowing to the appearance of the first ripe fruit). Plant vegetative weight (PW) was determined by weighing only the vegetative tissue (after harvesting the fruits) without the roots. Total fruit yield (TY) per plant included both the red (RY) and the green (GY) fruits. Mean fruit weight (FW) was calculated from a random sample of 20 fruits per plant. Concentrations of total soluble solids (BX, measured in degrees Brix) were measured from a random sample of 10 fruits per plant. Harvest index (HI) was calculated as the ratio between the total yield and total biomass (TY + PW). Inflorescence labeling and counting was done at intervals of 3--7 days from beginning of flowering over a 40-day time period, on plants grown both on the open field and in a greenhouse. At each counting time, all new inflorescences that contained at least one post-anthesis flower were labeled and counted.

Mode of inheritance {#Sec7}
-------------------

The additive effect (a) was half of the difference between each IL and M82, and its significance level was determined by the comparison between the IL and M82. The dominance deviation (*d*) is the difference between ILH and the mid-value of its parents. Its significance level was calculated by contrasting the ILH (+1) with M82 (−0.5) and the appropriate IL (−0.5). The degree of dominance for each introgression (*d*/\[*a*\]) was calculated by dividing the mean dominance deviation by the mean additive effect.

Statistical analyses {#Sec8}
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed on the JMP V.5 software package for Macintosh (SAS institute). Mean values for the parameters measured for the tested genotypes were compared to the common control using the "Fit Y by X" function and "Compare with control" with an alpha level of 0.05 (Dunnett [@CR15]). All calculations were performed with the phenotypic values while the results are presented as the percentage difference from M82. Interactions were calculated by multi-factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the "fit model" function and correlation was determined by Pearson's analysis.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Correlation between vegetative and reproductive growth and identification of QTL that modify this relation in the ILs population {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of data from whole genome phenotypic surveys on field trials, over 2 years: (1) summer 1993 (Eshed and Zamir [@CR19]) and (2) summer 2000 (Gur et al. [@CR26]), demonstrate that there is large variation for growth habit in the ILs population. The 66 and 65% in 1993 and 2000, respectively, of the phenotypic variation is explained by genetic variation after exclusion of the lines that contain the *S. pennellii* SELF-PRUNING (SP) allele from the analysis (Fridman et al. [@CR22]). Our interest in the current study was to detect QTL that modifies the relationship between vegetative growth and yield production in such a way that the harvest index is improved. The frequency distribution for plant weight is not normal since the variation is biased towards an increase in comparison to M82 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Twenty-five ILs were observed to display an increased plant weight, whilst only two displayed a reduced plant weight in comparison to the M82 control (Dunnet; *P* \< 0.05). That said the frequency distribution of total yield is normal---with M82 being invariant from the population mean (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). There are 12 lines in which the total yield was reduced with respect to the control and 8, which improved the total yield (Dunnet; *P* \< 0.05). The parameters of plant weight and total yield appear to be highly correlated on the basis of measurements of a homogenous population of M82 plants (for PW: M82, 1.2 kg; 75ILs, 2.2 kg; 75ILHs, 1.7 kg; for TY: M82~*n*=100~, 8.5 kg; 75ILs~*n*=500~, 6.7 kg; 75ILHs~*n*=430~, 10 kg; *R* = 0.74, *N* = 107).Given that the harvest index is the ratio between total yield and plant weight it follows that the correlation between these traits can afford a good estimate for the variation of harvest index within a population. The low correlation coefficient within the *S. pennellii* IL library (for HI: M82~*n*=100~, 0.71; 75ILs~*n*=500~, 0.08; 75ILHs~*n*=430~, 0.61; *R* = 0.08, *N* = 500) indicates large variability for this trait. Intriguingly, the majority of variation apparent in this trait is expressed as a reduction of harvest index in comparison to M82 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Critical assessment of these data revealed that 23 lines display a reduced harvest index in comparison to M82, while only a few lines displayed transgressive segregation and a consequent improvement of the harvest index. For earliness, the picture is quite similar to that of the harvest index in terms of the frequency distribution and numbers of increasing and decreasing lines. IL2-1 is a unique genotype, which displayed consistent transgressive segregation for reduction of total plant weight. When tested as a heterozygote (ILH2-1; IL2-1 × M82), it improved the harvest index (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and was, therefore, chosen for detailed analysis.Fig. 1Frequency distributions of the relative performance for means of ILs and their hybrids as measured on the replicated trails on 1993 and 2000 (expressed in percent difference (Δ%) of M82). *Black bars* represent the IL2-1 genotypes. IL2-1 × M82 is indicated in *black arrow*

Phenotypic characterization of IL2-1 {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

### Yield-related traits {#Sec12}

IL2-1 was tested over 3 years and in different genetic backgrounds. Two genetic backgrounds of inbred lines diverse in their phenotypic characteristics were used: (1) the core background of M82, and (2) a semi-determinate processing tomato inbred; 9,225. The effect of the introgression on plant weight (PW) was consistent, 40--60% reduction compared to the near-isogenic control at the M82 background (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a) and 70% reduction at the 9,225 background (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). For total yield (TY) the effect in the homozygous lines was a reduction of 45--55% at both genetic backgrounds whilst the IL2-1 × M82 hybrid displayed a non-significant yield reduction of 10% in the 2000 trial but a substantially larger (and significant) yield reduction of 28% in 2002 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). Total soluble solids content (BX) was reduced by 7--15% both in IL2-1 and in the hybrid with respect to M82 and by 10 and 30% in the 1999 and 2000 trials with respect to the 9,225 control. Both harvest index and earliness are derived parameters calculated from the measurements taken at the field. Earliness (EA) is estimated as the percentage of red yield from the total harvestable yield (green and red fruit). The harvest was performed at 80--95% red yield (depending on the experiment), of the M82 control. There was a general effect of increase in this parameter following introgression: 10--15% increase in percentage of red yield in the M82 background (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a), and a dramatic 30--50% in the 9,225 background (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). Harvest index (HI) is calculated by dividing the total harvestable yield by the total plant biomass. Intriguingly, there was a consistent 5--7% increase in HI in the IL2-1 × M82 hybrid whilst the homozygote IL2-1 displayed no significant change. In the 9,225 background, there was 30% increase in HI attributable to the IL2-1 introgression.Fig. 2The effects of IL2-1 and IL2-1 × M82 (ILH2-1) on different traits at the M82 (**a**) and 9225 (**b**) genetic backgrounds over 2 years. At the M82, I-Akko 2000 and II-Akko 2002. At the 9,225, I-Akko 1999 and II-Akko 2000. Values are presented in percent difference (Δ%) of nearly isogenic control. For each trait, means were compared and *different letters* represent means that are significantly different at *P* \< 0.05. Number of replications for each genotype was: 1999 *n* = 7, 2000 *n* = 20, 2002 *n* = 15. M82 is represented the 0% (indicated as "*a*"). Values indicated with *different letters* were determined significantly different by ANOVA (*P* \< 0.05). *PW* plant vegetative weight, *TY* total fruit yield, *HI* harvest index

Using two-way ANOVA, we calculated the IL2-1 × genetic background interactions for the QTL effect in the two diverse genetic backgrounds. A significant interaction (*P* \< 0.05) was found for all traits in at least one season, since the IL2-1^p^ (*S. pennellii* allele at the IL2-1 segment) effect was stronger in the 9,225 background than in M82.

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} presents the mode of inheritance of the IL2-1 QTL for different traits in the M82 background. For PW, the negative effect of the QTL is dominant (*d*/*a* = 0.8 and 1.1 in 2002 and 2000, respectively). TY is additively reduced (*d*/*a* = 0.3 and −0.65 in 2002 and 2000, respectively) and HI, which combines these two traits accordingly displays an overdominant mode of inheritance (*d*/*a* = 2.2 and 5.2 in 2002 and 2000, respectively). BX, an integrative trait reflects plant source--sink relationships (Schauer et al. [@CR56]) and is strongly correlated with HI, similarly displayed an overdominant mode of inheritance (*d*/*a* = 1.5 and 3.4 in 2002 and 2000, respectively). The earliness (percentage of red fruits) is essentially similar in the IL and the ILH and displayed a dominant mode of inheritance (*d*/*a* = 1.3 and 0.88 in 2002 and 2000, respectively).Table 1Mode of inheritance of IL2-1 QTL for different traits on 2000 and 2002GenotypeFrom M82 to Akko 2002 (%)From M82 to Akko 2000 (%)PWBXTY%REDHIPWBXTY%REDHI*q*−25.90−5.30−22.006.201.50−18.54−72.00−26.495.44−1.85*p*(*a*)0.000.010.010.020.320.010.120.000.000.28*d*−19.50−8.00−6.408.003.40−20.59−9.1517.134.809.61*p* (*d*)0.090.010.570.040.090.090.000.080.150.00*d*/\[*a*\]0.801.500.301.302.201.103.40-0.600.905.20*PW* plant vegetative weight, *BX* total soluble solids content, *TY* total fruit yield, *HI* harvest indexAdditive effect (*a*), dominance deviation (*d*), significance of the additive effect (*P*(*a*)), significance of dominant deviation (*P*(*d*)), relative dominance deviation *d*/\[*a*\]

### Flowering pattern {#Sec13}

In order to perform in-depth characterization of the diverse phenotypic effects observed in IL2-1, inflorescence-counting experiments were performed in two diverse environments. The first experiment was conducted in the open field whilst the second took place in a greenhouse. The 9,225 genetic background was chosen for this analysis since the phenotypic effect of the IL2-1^p^ allele in this background was considerably more pronounced (as observed for the yield-related traits; Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The basic differences between plants grown in open-field conditions and those grown in 4 l pots in a greenhouse are the number of branches produced and the time to determination. Plants grown in the field have considerably more branches and their growth period is substantially longer prior to determination. Consequently, field-grown plants are bigger in size with more flowers and fruits. This difference is, moreover, evident from our measurements of the total number of inflorescences. Plants in the field had between 120 and 190 inflorescences whilst plants in the greenhouse were characterized as having between 7 and 13 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, d). In spite of this large difference in plant development, we observed the same trend of flowering enhancement caused by the IL2-1^p^ allele in both environments. The 9225-IL2-1^p^ plants in the greenhouse displayed significantly more inflorescences between counting days 77 and 92 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). In the field the 9225-IL2-1^p^ plants displayed significantly more inflorescences between counting days 92 and 108 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c and d describe the total number of inflorescences accumulated across the growing period. In both environments, an increasing difference in the total number of inflorescences was observed across the growth period. In the greenhouse the number of inflorescences in 9225-IL2-1^p^ was almost double that seen in its near-isogenic control (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). In the field, there is more than 50% increase in the number of inflorescences 9225-IL2-1^p^ in comparison to its near-isogenic control (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d).Fig. 3The effect of the IL2-1 introgression on flowering pattern at the 9,225 genetic background. The numbers of inflorescence per count are presented from two different experiments: greenhouse and open field. Each *point* represents the mean value of 10 plants. Means of the nearly isogenic lines were compared on each counting point using *t* test. Mean values of 9225-IL2-1^p^ that were found significantly different from their nearly isogenic control (at *P* \< 0.05) are *circled*

Using fine mapping for characterization of the multiple phenotypes displayed by IL2-1 {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The strategy of substitution mapping in combination with linkage analysis was performed in order to try and more precisely locate the genetic factor or factors, which are responsible for the relevant phenotypic variation associated with IL2-1. Phenotypic characterization of IL2-1 revealed that traits such as plant weight, total yield, brix and earliness could readily be mapped in a sub-NILs mapping population, homozygous for the *S. pennellii* introgression, while mapping the harvest index effect had to be performed in the heterozygous condition. Mapping trials were made independently for each population.

Thirty one nearly isogenic sub-lines segregating for the 18 cM TG33--TG276 interval were extracted from 800 plants screened in F2. These sub-lines were tested in field experiments as F3 families (progeny test) in summer 1999 for preliminary mapping. Twenty-four lines were further tested on a replicated trial as fixed genotypes in summer 2000. Each of the traits (PW, TY, FW, BX and %RED) was mapped independently. Twenty-one sub-lines were crossed to M82 to produce lines heterozygous for the *S. pennellii* introgressions. These heterozygous sub-lines were tested in a replicated trial in summer 2002 for the harvest index mapping. Recombinant sub-NILs were divided into eight genotypic groups according to their position of recombination and allelic composition. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the mapping data collected in 2000 and 2002. For example, significant reduction of more than 50% was observed in PW in groups A, C and D whilst the non-significant effects in groups B, E and H locate the PW QTL to the CT251--TG276 interval. Fourteen lines contained recombination between TG31 and CT106 (recombination distance of 5 cM; the physical distance is currently not possible because the markers land on two independent scaffolds). They were divided into groups F (six lines) and G (eight lines) on the basis of their reciprocal allelic composition. Individual lines of each group were further subdivided according to their phenotypic values (F1, F2, G1 and G2), which allowed us to narrow down the mapping to the TG31--CT106 interval. Unfortunately, either a shortage of markers or a "hot-spot" of recombination left us with this large genetic gap. The phenotypic segregation of lines within the same genotypic group (following our genetic map resolution), forced us to further fine map the QTL on the basis of linkage analysis as opposed to substitution mapping. Five lines contained recombination between TG31 and the QTL (2 on group F and 3 on G, Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Nine recombinants were found between CT106 and the QTL (4 on F and 5 on G, Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results locate the QTL to a map distance of 0.3 cM from TG31. All the other traits (TY, BX, %RED and HI), were mapped accordingly and they all displayed a complete co-segregation.Fig. 4Fine mapping of QTL for plant weight (*PW*), total yield (*TY*), brix (*B*), percent red yield (*%RED*) and harvest index (*HI*) at the 2000 and 2002 field trials. A schematic genetic map of the IL2-1 chromosomal region is presented including neighboring ILs (IL2-1-1 and IL2-2), selected RFLP markers along the region (in top of the chromosome) and genetic distances, presented as the number of recombinant progenies between adjacent RFLP markers at the IL2-1 × M82 F2 population (*N* = 800). Genotype and phenotype of IL2-1 and eight genotypic groups (recombinant groups A--G) are presented. On each genotypic group, *white bars* represent the *S. lycopersicum* allele. The *S. pennellii* chromosomal segments introgressed into the *listed lines* are marked by the *black bars*. *Stripped gray bars* on the chromosomes represent regions of recombination between adjacent RFLP markers. *Independent lines* that shared the same recombination region and allelic composition were included in the same genetic group. The number of such independent recombinant lines included in each group is noted. Phenotypic values for all traits are expressed as percent difference from the common control; M82. All independent lines on each group were compared to M82. Based on the common trend observed for these lines, mean effect was calculated for each group. *Top bar* on each group (labeled as *I*) represent the phenotype of homozygous genotypes, where *gray bars* are significantly different from M82 (Dunnet; *p* \< 0.05). *Bottom bars* (labeled as *H*) represent the phenotype of heterozygous genotypes, where *stripped bars* are significantly different from M82. On the linkage section (groups G and F) the 'X' on the *stripped region* represents the side of recombination between the flanking RFLP markers and the QTL

The IL2-1 phenotype is partially correlated with tolerance to drought stress {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next compared IL2-1 and ILH2-1 to M82 both under irrigated and dry conditions (Fig. 5). The purpose of this comparison was to evaluate the potential of IL2-1 for the improvement of drought tolerance, based on the rationale that harvest index and earliness are proposed mechanisms for drought tolerance (Hsieh et al. [@CR30]; Kalifa et al. [@CR34]*;* Bartels and Sunkar [@CR5]) and on the observed improved performance of this genotype under optimal irrigation. In the M82, PW in the dry field was significantly reduced by 40% compared to the irrigated field. In contrast, in both IL2-1 and ILH2-1 there was no significant difference in PW between the two irrigation regimes (Fig. 5a). For TY, there was significant reduction of 55% in M82 grown under dry field conditions, whilst in IL2-1 and ILH2-1 the reduction was only of 10 and 35%, respectively (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). For Brix × Yield (BY), which represents the sugar output per unit area there was a significant reduction of 40% in M82, whilst both IL2-1 and ILH2-1 were invariant to the wet field controls (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). Moreover, ILH2-1 had a 25% higher BY value compared to M82, in the dry field, although it must be noted that this difference was not statistically significant. This differential response to the drought stress of IL2-1 and ILH2-1 compared to M82 is supported by the significant genotype × environment interactions that were found for these traits (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, when analyzing the harvest index (HI) minor increase in both dry and wet conditions was observed (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}d). Surprisingly in this harvest there was only a significant increase in ILH2-1 (irrigated conditions) and only a minor increase in IL2-1 itself. As such we were unable to access this parameter reliable in this harvest and further studies are thus required in order to achieve this goal.Fig. 5Phenotypic values for total fruit yield (*TY*), plant vegetative weight (PW), Brix yield (*BY*) and harvest index (*HI*) on the dry and wet fields. Mean values ± SE for IL2-1, ILH2-1 and M82 are presented. *Black bars* represent values from the irrigated field. *Empty bars* are the dry field values. *P* value for the genotype × environment interaction (*G* × *E*) is presented for each trait. Values indicated with *different letters* were determined significantly different by ANOVA. *Black bars* wet conditions and *white bars* dry conditions

Metabolic QTL co-segregating with the IL2-1 phenotype {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------------

In order to gain further insight into the physiological basis of the phenotype we next performed GC--MS-based metabolic profiling of the lines grown in the field under the same design in Summer 2008. The yield associated traits were the same as those described above for other harvests (data not shown), whilst the metabolite profiles were in good accordance with those previously noted for the entire 2-1 introgression (compare Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Table 1 with Schauer et al. [@CR56], [@CR57]). Notable changes were that the four sub-lines from groups A, C and D with *S. pennellii* chromosomal segments introgressed between TG31 and CT106 interval exhibited significantly higher content of the amino acids glutamine, histidine, homoserine, lysine, tryptophan, tyramine, tyrosine, S-methyl cysteine. They additionally displayed significantly higher content of galacturonic acid, maltotriose and glycerol-3-phosphate in comparison sub-lines compare with the three sub-lines from groups B, E and H with *S. lycopersicum* background in hi2-1 position. Moreover, they displayed significantly lower levels of glucose, fructose and trehalose than M82, however, these changes did not completely segregate with respect to the sub-lines. These changes did however correlate with elevated levels of hexose phosphates and as such suggest that these fruits utilize their sugars more efficiently in support of growth processes.Table 2Metabolite profiles in red fruitsRec. groupsACDBEHIl2-1-12SEIl2-1-17SEIl2-1-8SEIl2-1-1SEIl2-1-20SEIl2-1-6SEIl2-1-18SEAmino acids Cysteine, S-methyl**4.14**0.05**4.14**0.30**3.97**0.26**5.47**0.231.160.331.430.32**1.66**0.02 Glutamine**6.84**0.00**2.02**0.11**6.35**0.38**4.89**0.280.940.321.630.46**1.61**0.04 Histidine**2.27**0.151.650.11**3.55**0.47**1.97**0.130.960.271.600.341.630.12 Homoserine**1.77**0.00**2.83**0.27**3.21**0.48**1.93**0.180.900.011.010.281.380.07 Lysine**1.91**0.02**2.97**0.29**3.63**0.49**2.30**0.100.790.041.230.321.710.13 Tryptophan**1.74**0.05**1.73**0.14**3.02**0.50**1.63**0.070.930.100.970.261.300.05 Tyramine**2.91**0.27**1.98**0.22**2.71**0.471.670.183.550.621.450.281.530.29 Tyrosine**2.90**0.02**1.73**0.20**4.40**0.52**3.39**0.140.850.28**2.78**0.181.890.34Organic acids Galacturonic acid**3.40**0.21**1.68**0.11**2.98**0.53**3.00**0.001.960.37**2.14**0.201.100.08Sugar and sugar alcohols Fructose**0.75**0.17**0.83**0.12**0.81**0.10**0.71**0.060.950.220.980.16**0.77**0.06 Fructose-6-phosphate**2.03**0.08**1.84**0.14**1.70**0.21**1.69**0.071.090.001.000.181.400.00 Glucose**0.69**0.14**0.72**0.17**1.04**0.20**0.53**0.071.000.291.160.230.870.09 Glucose-6-phosphate**1.46**0.00**1.59**0.12**1.30**0.09**1.56**0.110.890.091.020.171.290.13 Maltotriose**1.96**0.18**4.63**0.19**7.04**0.10**5.70**0.260.780.481.260.18**3.64**0.22 Trehalose**0.41**0.09**0.61**0.16**0.42**0.23**0.44**0.090.720.210.870.10**0.65**0.05Miscellaneous Glycerol-3-phosphate**1.63**0.04**1.71**0.09**1.63**0.111.160.131.240.220.960.19**1.37**0.02Data are normalized by the mean of M82 (M82 = 1.00). Values represent the calculated fraction of M82. Data points consist of the mean out of six replicates ± SE*Bold type* values were determined by the *t* test to be significantly different (*P* \< 0.05) from M82

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

Controlled vegetative growth in crop plants is generally a positive trait. The discovery of a recessive mutation conferring determinate habit (*sp/sp*) in tomato can be regarded as a small scale 'green revolution' for this crop as it allowed the development of processing tomato varieties that are suited for open-field mechanical practices. Most of the tomatoes grown worldwide today and used for industrial products are processing tomatoes, which contain this single-gene mutation. Nevertheless, there is still a considerable amount of variation in plant growth--habit among all these different *sp/sp* cultivars. M82 is an inbred processing tomato variety with a relatively small plant size and high harvest index. Searching for alleles from the wild that will reduce plant size and increase harvest index at this genetic background seemed like an ambitious objective. Indeed, most of the wild alleles that were effective among the *S. pennellii* ILs population caused an increase in plant weight and reduction in harvest index. In that sense, IL2-1 is a unique genotype. The enhanced expression of this QTL under a more vegetative genetic background (i.e. 9,225) confirmed our assumption that the M82 is a stringent background for detection of QTLs that improve harvest index, and provided another example for the significance of epistasis in QTL studies (Carlborg and Haley [@CR8]; Kroymann and Mitchell-Olds [@CR39]; Semel et al. [@CR58]; Wentzell et al. [@CR66]). It also highlights the importance of analyzing QTL under the genetic background that reflects their strongest effect if a detailed genetic analysis of the QTL is the focus (Fridman et al. [@CR22]). However, when dealing with agronomically related traits, validation of a QTL effect must be performed in the most relevant genetic background (Gur and Zamir [@CR25]; Fridman et al. [@CR23]; Lippman et al. [@CR41]; Krieger et al. [@CR38]). An indirect result of breeding for improved harvest index and earliness is the potential improvement of tolerance to abiotic stress, such as drought; either by improved partitioning of assimilates to harvestable product (Yadav et al. [@CR68], [@CR69]) or through avoidance mechanisms. Our results indicate that the improved harvest index and earliness that were conferred by the IL2-1^p^ allele were correlated with some level of drought tolerance. This tolerance was expressed in relative values as the drought induced reductions in plant weight, in total yield and in Brix × Yield of IL2-1 and ILH2-1 were less than that of M82 (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For all these traits, a significant genotype × environment (*G* × *E*) interaction, confirming this trend, was found. However, further breeding is needed in order to test whether this improvement will be consistent also in higher yielding genetic backgrounds. Whilst the metabolite data we obtained provide a reasonable rationale to support the improved harvest index and maybe also fruit earliness there seems to be no clear link between the metabolite data and the drought tolerance phenotype since the metabolites that differentially accumulate in the pericarp are quite different from those which we associated with drought tolerance in an earlier study (Semel et al. [@CR59]). Since source--sink relationships have been widely demonstrated to effect metabolites (Schauer et al. [@CR56]; Prudent et al. [@CR49]) we cannot rule out that these play a role in the metabolites changes observed. Indeed, for other traits described in this study further genetic resolution will be required to answer this question.

A major point which must be considered when using wild germplasm for plant improvement is the forced introgression of other wild alleles that sit next to the target genes that were used for selection (Frisch and Melchinger [@CR24]; Hospital [@CR29]). This process is termed "linkage drag" and in many instances produces negative effects since there are negative alleles linked to the selected one. For this reason detailed characterization of a QTL that affects several diverse traits is essential in order to determine if the effect is pleiotropic or rather caused by linkage drag in which case the various QTL could be dissected. The analysis of segregating populations for the QTL mapping region is a powerful strategy to address such questions since if the multiple effects are caused by linkage then a sub-line that has only the phenotype of interest should be achievable. For this reason we here screened 1,600 gametes from an F2 population segregating for the IL2-1 genomic region. No recombination was observed between any of the measured traits at any of the recombinant lines (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This finding is an indication that the multi-phenotypic effect of IL2-1 is most likely a result of pleiotropic effect of a single gene, rather than of linkage between independent loci. This is of course only an assumption that can only be confirmed once the gene associated with this QTL is cloned.

Concerning the development determinants for the transition from vegetative to reproductive development some genes have been characterized (Samach et al. [@CR54]; Cremer and Coupland [@CR11]; El-Din El-Assal et al. [@CR17]; Pineiro et al. [@CR47]; Valverde et al. [@CR64]) using the natural variation in flowering time among different *Arabidopsis* species (Alonso-Blanco et al. [@CR1]; Koornneef et al. [@CR36]; El-Din El-Assal et al. [@CR16]; Alonso-Blanco et al. [@CR2]). Based on these results and the conservation of this mechanism across species (Laurie [@CR40]; Andersen et al. [@CR3]; Yamasaki et al. [@CR71]), these genes have also be investigated in other plant species (Murai et al. [@CR44]; Izawa [@CR31]; Jimenez-Gomez et al. [@CR33]). Although the modified flowering pattern was only analyzed at the full-length introgression (IL2-1) and this phenotype was not mapped on the recombinant sub-lines, we personally strongly believe that the induced flowering is the cause of the pleiotropic effects of early maturation, reduced plant weight and Brix and increased harvest index. The induction of flowering caused by the IL2-1^p^ allele is essentially the result of an accelerated transition from vegetative to reproductive growth. In the homozygous state the introgression results in a lack of setting of most flowers, a subsequent reduction in fruit number and a consequent reduction total yield. However, plants heterozygous for the introgression maintain the reduced plant weight, but exhibit better flower setting and display only a minor reduction in total yield (in comparison to M82). As a result lines heterozygous for this introgression display an increased harvest index.

We demonstrate the detailed characterization of a QTL which impacts the relationship between vegetative and reproductive development. The genetic dissection of this multi-phenotype QTL leads us to assume that its diverse effects most likely result from pleiotropic effects following the modulation of a single gene. We propose that the initial, causal, effect underlying these changes is the enhanced floral induction. Further support for this hypothesis is provided by the fact that when IL2-1 was tested in an indeterminate background (IL2-1^p^ SP+) there was no Brix reduction in the fruits in comparison to the near-isogenic control (SP+), and the plants were visually indistinguishable from this control line (data not shown). This suggests that SP, which is known to be strongly epistatic over other genes which affect plant development (Fridman et al. [@CR22]) is also epistatic over *hi*2-1. The fact that the Brix reduction, which is a major phenotypic effect of IL2-1 under determinate growth habit, was not observed in the indeterminate background indicates that this effect is most likely a result of the altered growth habit rather than an independent unassociated effect. However, to reiterate as stated above formal evidence in go in support (or conflict), of our theory will only be available following the cloning of the gene(s) underlying these traits.

Despite the increase in earliness and harvest index these beneficial traits come at the cost of decreased yield. However, as stated above in this current study we were not able to prove if these traits resulted by the pleiotropic effects of change in a single gene or rather the close linkage of two or more genes independently influencing these traits. Future work in which recombinants harboring smaller segments of the *S. pennellii* genome will be required to fully dissect this locus. Obviously if these traits effect of linkage of genes it may prove possible to segregate advantageous from deleterious phenotypes.

The QTL investigated unfortunately maps to a genomic region that is lacking in markers and rich in recombinations (both in our population and in that studied by Tanksley et al. [@CR62]). These results when taken together with the fact that none of the new RAPD markers which we developed during this study and mapped to IL2-1 fell within this region, leads us to assume that this interval is likely to be a 'hot-spot' of recombination which deviates from the average bp/cM ratio of tomato. At the present moment we do not have any good estimation for the physical distance between the closest marker (TG31) and the QTL (although we confirmed that they are separated by a physical distance that is more than one BAC \[\~100 kb\], as ends of BACs that were positive for the TG31 clone did not genetically map to different sides of the QTL; see "[Materials and methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}"). However, we believe that the distance between *hi2*-*1* and TG31 is less than the expected by just multiplying the genetic distance with the average bp/cM ratio of tomato. As such we are confident that the results presented here represent a good basis for further investigation (and future cloning), of this QTL especially given that many more candidate genes can be anticipated to be uncovered given the imminent release of the tomato genome. We anticipate that the cloning of this gene will bring greater understanding of understanding both the process of resource allocation and the phenomenon of heterosis in the tomato in a similar manner to that of the recent cloning of the genes *ANANTHA*, *COMPOUND INFLORESCENCE* and *SINGLE FLOWER TRUSS* (Lippman et al. [@CR41]; Krieger et al. [@CR38]).
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